
THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE NEW KING JAMES VERSION BIBLE 
 The included pictures are what is found in the front, and on the cover of the New King James Bible, 
which has been printed as such since 1982. 
 The mysterious symbol on the cover of the NKJV is the symbol employed by pagans and occultists for 
their unholy, Luciferian trinity of deities. The same unified - yet three-part symbol - is also connected with the 
theology of top New Age leaders, and with the dark initiation rites of high-level Freemasonry. In fact, many 
claim because of a recently found record found in one of the Masonry Halls, that King James was also a 
Mason. This would add to just how crazy this King was stories of the past.  

 Many people will recognize this same occult symbol from a past popular television program called 
“Charmed”. This program was about three witches that used their powers to manipulate and dominate their 
friends and acquaintances. At the beginning of the program and in its previews it clearly shows this identical 
symbol, with and without the circle. This will come as no surprise to those people who see how Satan himself 
has taken over most of the television networks under the guise of Hollywood, the “sewer” of America.  
 The greatest method of deception is to counterfeit, and the master of counterfeit and deception we all 
know is Satan. 
 Definition of “counterfeit” is: to imitate or copy closely, especially with the intent to deceive. 
2Cor. 11:14-15 “And no wonder, for even Satan disguises himself as an angel of light. Therefore it is not 
surprising if his servants also disguise themselves as servants of righteousness; whose end shall be 
according to their deeds.”  
Isa. 14:14 ‘I will ascend above the heights of the clouds; I will make myself like the Most High.’  
Exod. 20:4-6 “You shall not make for yourself an idol, or any likeness of what is in heaven above or on 
the earth beneath or in the water under the earth. “You shall not worship them or serve them; for I, 
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Yahveh your Elohim, am a jealous Elohim, visiting the iniquity of the fathers on the children, on the third and 
the fourth generations of those who hate Me, but showing lovingkindness to thousands, to those who love Me 
and keep My commandments.” 

 Satan’s counterfeit “angels of light” have successfully infiltrated much of Yahveh’s supposed church, 
through many ministers who are proclaiming to teach the truth of the Bible. Many clergy have allowed Satan to 
feel at home in their pulpit, and roam their churches unchallenged, while actually endorsing Satan’s handiwork. 
 In 1885, Satan used a couple of secret society occultists, Brook Foss Westcott and Fenton John 
Anthony Hort, to attack Yahveh”s Bible, by publishing their own Gnostic translation. Satan's agents, such as 
the United Bible Society, continue the attack on Yahveh's Authorized Bible today. The continued attacks have 
resulted in many counterfeit Bibles, based on Satan's Alexandrian philosophy, which rejects the premise of a 
perfect Bible. Corrupt Alexandrian manuscripts have been used, and where the pure Antiochian manuscripts 
have been used, doubt is cast by adding footnotes. New Bibles cast doubt and confusion, "For Yahveh is not 
the Author of confusion." (1Cor 14:33). 

 King James finished His Elizabethan translation of the Bible in 1611. By 1875 the people of England 
wanted an updated version. In the original version the closest Greek spelling of the Hebrew name of “Yeshua” 
was transliterated “Iesu, or “Iesous”. Ever since then it has been misspelled and mispronounced even worse 
as “Jesus”. I believe the following may be the explanation as to why.  
CANON OF SCRIPTURES 
 When we read the established books that are included in the canon of scripture we must always keep 
in mind exactly what "canon" means in Greek. Canon (kanonikos in Greek), means "church law". The bible as 
we have it normally available was put together as church law. Realistically, it contains Yah's Word whether it be 
the torah, tenakh or Renewed Testament. That does not mean that it is all correct or must be accepted as is, 
because as stated earlier, it is the LAW OF THE CHURCH, not the true perfect instructions of the Almighty. Our 
bibles are full of translation errors that have caused problems throughout the ages. That's why it is so important 
for a bible student to learn the customs, traditions, idioms, etc. of the Hebrew language to understand better 
the true meanings of the Word in its original context and form. The bible as we know it, has survived IN SPITE 
of the way it was put together, not because of the way it was assembled.  

The committee formed to update the canon of scriptures over a twenty year period had on it two Jesuit 
priests that changed it by using another manuscript. The two, supposed members of the church of England, 
were Roman Catholic Jesuit infiltrates that were under special oath, bound to destroy the King James version. 
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They were, F. J. Hort (1828-1892) and B.F. Westcott (1825-1901). They convinced the committee that the old 
texts in the Vatican were more reliable than the copies from Antioch (Isa. 30:1-3). They distorted the Word of 
Yahveh and produced a revised version of the old corrupted Origen text of the Roman Catholic Latin Vulgate 
Bible. 
 Satan's schemes have always been to cast doubt and confusion. Instead of the unity of a Preacher 
reading Scripture to everyone else in the church reading from the same Bible, we have Satan's agents giving 
everyone different Bibles to read, causing confusion, and making big profits from the ignorance of the babes. 
 Among Satan's greatest counterfeit's is the New King James Bible. Believers who would never touch 
another modern version are being "seduced" by the New King James Version. They have been "deceived" into 
thinking it is an updated King James Authorized Version, but the New King James not only makes subtle 
changes to the 1611 King James Bible, but it even has Satan's seal of approval on the cover. 
New Agers freely admit it represents three interwoven "6"s or "666". 
 The same symbol (with a circle) is displayed by the rock group Led Zeppelin, on an album from Atlantic 
Records. Members of Led Zeppelin are deeply involved in satanism and the occult. They put satanic messages 
back masked on some of their recordings, and guitarist Jimmy Page, so consumed with satanism, actually 
purchased Aleister Crowley's mansion. Many believe the triquetra symbol is from the teachings of Aleister 
Crowley, and represent 666. 
 The publishers of the NKJV, Thomas Nelson Publishing, claim on the inside-cover, the symbol, 
"triquetra seal”...is an ancient symbol for the Trinity". Those who have studied know the trinity teaching is of 
pagan origin. Did the publisher have any idea of the true meaning of this symbol? Perhaps not, but perhaps 
someone did? Because this Bible version, like others, is full of errors and omissions, Yahveh could of made 
sure that Satanic seal was there to be a warning for Believers to reject these false Bibles. Whatever the 
reason, it is certainly ironic. 
 Constance Cumbey, author of The Hidden Dangers of the Rainbow and a notable authority on the New 
Age Movement, said, "On the cover of the Aquarian Conspiracy is a Mobius, it is really used by them as triple 
six (666). The emblem on the cover of the New King James Bible is said to be an ancient symbol of the Trinity. 
The old symbol had Gnostic origins. It was more Gnostic than Christian. I was rather alarmed when I noticed 
the emblem..." (The New Age Movement, Southwest Radio Church, 1982 p.11). 
  In the last 100 years or so we have had about 85 new English translations of the corrupted Catholic 
Bible brought forward in order to push out the original “Authorized Version of the King James” Bible. The King 
James Bible is becoming more and more difficult to find in the hands of teachers and scholars. Many think the 
new Ecumenical movement will soon probably promote a common use Bible for all religions that will be even 
further away from the real thing then the “Living Bible”, which used to be popular. 

DASYD MINISTRY  "DO AS YESHUA DID" dasydministry.org Jerry Hennig (Jan/23) 
Excerpt from the BB Book. 
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